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A new result is derived which extends a known instability result for a class of
reaction-diffusion equations to a corresponding system incorporating time delay
effects. For a significant class of nonlinear equations it is shown that an unstable
equilibrium solution of the reaction-diffusion system cannot be stabilised by the
introduction of delay. The result is applied to problems posed on convex domains
with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. Finally, global methods in
bifurcation theory are applied to a delay reaction-diffusion system of Lotka]Volt-
erra type representing the interaction of two mobile species. The existence of a
countable set of continua consisting of unstable equilibrium solutions for this
system is proved. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this paper to derive sufficient conditions under
which equilibria are unstable as solutions of the system of delay reaction-
diffusion equations
› ui s F x , u , G )u q d Du , x g V , t ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n. 1Ž . Ž .i i i i› t
Ž Ž . Ž ..Typically u s u x, t , . . . , u x, t represents the population density of n1 n
biological or chemical species groups at time t and point x in some
m Ž .bounded domain V ; R or environment . Each species group may move
through the domain via diffusion, the ith species diffusing at the rate
Ž .d ) 0. In non-mathematical terms 1 says that the rate of growth of thei
ith species is a nonlinear function of both the present population densities
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of each species group and of some weighted average G )u of all previousi
population densities.
The Robin boundary conditions
› ui q g x u s 0, x g › V , t ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n 2Ž . Ž .i i› n
1qa Ž w .. Ž .are imposed where g g C › V, 0, ‘ for some a g 0, 1 and each i.i
It will be assumed throughout that the boundary › V is smooth and the
n n nnonlinearity F : V = R = R “ R is twice Frechet differentiable.´
The functional terms G )u are known as distributed delays and corre-i
spond to weighted temporal averages of previous values of u and are
defined by the convolution integrals
t
G )u x , t s k t y s u x , s ds, i , j s 1, . . . , n , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hji i j j
y‘
1Ž .where the kernels k g L 0, ‘ satisfy the normalisation conditioni j
‘
k t dt s 1, i , j s 1, . . . , n. 4Ž . Ž .H i j
0
Such convolution terms have been included in numerous mathematical
models, particularly of population growth, and there is a growing literature
concerned with the dynamical behaviour of delay-differential equations.
w xThe texts 2, 4, 5, 26, 29 provide a wide-ranging overview of the subject,
including many results obtained by other authors.
Ž . Ž .In order that 1 ] 2 be well-posed, initial data of the form
nxu x , s s f x , s , f g C V = y‘, 0 , R 5Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽŽ .
must also be supplied.
It is worth pointing out that the results obtained in this paper are
equally valid when the restriction that the kernels k be Lebesguei j
Ž .integrable is relaxed to allow some or all of the k to be Dirac-deltai j
distributions of the form
k t s d t y t , t ) 0.Ž . Ž .i j i j i j
Ž .With such a distribution the convolution term defined by 3 becomes
G )u x , t s u x , t y tŽ . Ž . Ž .ji j i j
and the delay is said to be of fixed type.
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Ž . Ž .Associated with the delay reaction-diffusion system 1 ] 2 is the non-
delay reaction-diffusion system
› ui s f x , u q d Du , x g V , t ) 0, 6Ž . Ž .i i i› t
› ui
0 s q g x u , x g › V , t ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n , 7Ž . Ž .i i› n
where
f x , u [ F x , u , u .Ž . Ž .i i
The main result of this paper shows that, under some constraint on the
partial derivatives of each F , instability of an equilibrium solution of thei
Ž . Ž .non-delay system 6 ] 7 implies instability as a solution of the delay
Ž . Ž .system 1 ] 2 . Since delay is often thought of as a destabilising influence
on a given dynamical system, this may seem an obvious result. However,
delays are not always destabilizing as the simple linear system
dx
s e x t q y t q k y t y y t y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt
dy
s e y t y x t y k x t y x t y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt
of ordinary differential delay equations shows. Here, for some choice of
the positive constants e and k , the zero steady-state is unstable in the
Ž .absence of delay t s 0 , but is asymptotically stable for some positive
w xvalues of t . See 21 for details.
Some instability results are already known for non-delay reaction-diffu-
w xsion equations in some special cases. It was proved in 1 for instance that
any non-constant equilibrium solution of a homogeneous scalar reaction-
diffusion equation
› u
s f u q DuŽ .
› t
is necessarily unstable when homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
w xare imposed on a convex bounded domain V. In 10 it was shown that this
situation remains unchanged for a system of homogeneous reaction-diffu-
sion equations
› ui s f u , . . . , u q s Du , i s 1, . . . , nŽ .i 1 n i i› t
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provided that the off-diagonal partial derivatives of f satisfy
› fi
) 0, i / j
› uj
or the less restrictive condition
› fi G 0, i / j
› uj
when the matrix › f r› u is irreducible.i j
w xMore recently the fixed-delay version of the result proved in 1 was
w xestablished in 3, Theorem 2.1 , but with zero Dirichlet boundary condi-
w xtions instead of Neumann ones. Specifically it was shown in 3 that any
unstable equilibrium solution of the non-delay, scalar reaction-diffusion
equation
› u
s f x , u x , t , u x , t q DuŽ . Ž .Ž .
› t
Ž .with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions is necessarily unstable
as a solution of the original fixed-delay equation
› u
s f x , u x , t , u x , t y t q Du. 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
› t
In fact it is pointed out in that paper that the same result holds for
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions also. Combining the results
w x Ž .in 1, 3 it is easily seen that any non-constant equilibrium solution of 8 is
necessarily unstable whenever V is convex. The main result derived in this
w xpaper will extend the scalar result in 3 to systems of delay reaction-diffu-
sion equations.
In the special case that the nonlinearity F is quasimonotone and all
Ž w x.delays are finite, it is known see 15, Theorem 3.1 that a hyperbolic
Ž . Ž .equilibrium solution is asymptotically stable for the delay system 1 ] 2 if
Ž . Ž .and only if it is asymptotically stable for the non-delay system 6 ] 7 .
Ž .Here the term quasimonotone essentially means that each F s F x, u, ¤i i
is non-decreasing with respect to each u for j / i and every ¤ . One ofj j
the purposes of this paper is to derive an analogous instability result when
F is not necessarily quasimonotone.
The remainder of the paper is ordered as follows. In Section 2 a
standard definition regarding the stability of an equilibrium is given. There
then follows a known necessary and sufficient condition on the eigenvalues
Ž . Ž .of the linearisation of 1 ] 2 required for stability of the equilibrium. In
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preparation for the main results the definition of the spectral radius of a
bounded linear operator is recalled, along with the famous Krein]Rutman
Theorem. Section 3 contains the main two results, the first concerning the
Ž . Ž .eigenvalues of the operator associated with the linearisation of 1 ] 2 ,
Ž .while the second and main result Theorem 3.1 gives a sufficient condition
for unstable equilibria of the non-delay system to be unstable as solutions
of the delay system. Finally Section 4 contains some applications to
Lotka]Volterra systems and some concluding remarks.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ž .We begin by defining a suitable phase space for 1 , details of which can
w xbe found in 6, 8, 23 .
nŽ .Let X denote the Banach space C V, R endowed with the supremum
5 5 Ž x w .norm ? and suppose that g : y‘, 0 “ 1, ‘ is any continuous non-in-‘
creasing function satisfying
Ž . Ž . Ž .i g 0 s 1 and g y‘ s ‘,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..ii G t [ sup g t q s rg s is locally bounded for t G 0.y‘- sFyt
Ž . yu sAn example of such a function is g s s e , u ) 0. Then the Banach
space C is defined to beg
xC s f g C y‘, 0 , X : lim f s rg s s 0Ž . Ž .ŽŽ .½ 5‘g
s“y‘
5 5with the norm ? on C given byg g
5 5f s sup f s rg s .Ž . Ž .g ‘
y‘FsF0
nŽ Ž . .For any u g C V = y‘, ‘ , R and t G 0 define the function u gt
ŽŽ x . Ž .Ž . Ž .C y‘, 0 , X by u s x s u x, t q s . Denoting by u g C the initialt 0 g
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .condition u s x s f x, s , it is known that 1 ] 2 generates a semiflow0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S t on C given by S t u s u , where u x, t is the solution of 1 ] 2g 0 t
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfying 5 . An equilibrium solution of 1 ] 2 is then defined to be a
Ž . U Ž . U Usuitably smooth function u g C satisfying S t u s u for all t G 0. Ing
U U Ž .Ž .fact u s u s x must be independent of s and so will simply be written
U U Ž .as u s u x .
U Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. An equilibrium solution u x is said to be stable for
Ž . Ž . 5 U 51 ] 2 if for any e ) 0 there exists a d ) 0 such that u y u - dg0
5 U 5 Uimplies u y u - e for all t ) 0. Otherwise u is said to be unstable.gt
U 5 U 5 UIf u is stable and u y u “ 0 as t “ ‘ then u is said to begt
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Ž . Ž . Uasymptotically stable. Analogous definitions hold for 6 ] 7 when u is
5 5 5 5viewed as a member of X and ? is replaced by ? .g ‘
Ž .Remark 2.1. Observe that for any function u s u x independent of t
Ž . Ž . Uit follows from 3 ] 4 that G )u s u and so u is an equilibrium solutioni
Ž . Ž . U Ž . Ž .of 1 ] 2 if and only if u is an equilibrium solution of 6 ] 7 .
Ž .Writing the dependence of F on its arguments as F s F x, u, ¤ thei i i
Ž . Ž . Ulinearisation of 1 ] 2 about u is given by
n n› u › F › Fi i iU U U Us x , u , u u q x , u , u G )u q d Du ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý jj i i i› t › u › ¤j jjs1 js1
9Ž .
› ui
0 s q g x u , x g › V , t ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n 10Ž . Ž .i i› n
Ž . lt Ž .which has solutions u x, t s e c x if and only if l and c satisfy thei i i
eigenvalue problem
n n› F › Fi iU U U Ulc s x , u , u c q x , u , u K l c q d Dc ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i j j i i› u › ¤j jjs1 js1
11Ž .
›ci
0 s q g x c , x g › V , i s 1, . . . , n , 12Ž . Ž .i i› n
where
‘
yl tK l [ k t e dt. 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi j i j
0
Ž . Ž . USimilarly, the linearisation of 6 ] 7 about u leads to the eigenvalue
problem
n › fi Ulc s x , u c q d Dc , x g V , 14Ž . Ž .Ýi j i i› ujjs1
›ci
0 s q g x c , x g › V , i s 1, . . . , n. 15Ž . Ž .i i› n
U Ž . Ž . ŽDEFINITION 2.2. Let u be any equilibrium solution of 1 ] 2 respec-
Ž . Ž .. U Ž . Ž . Žtively 6 ] 7 . Then u is said to be strictly unstable for 1 ] 2 respec-
Ž . Ž ..tively 6 ] 7 if and only if there exists an eigenvalue l of the eigenvalue0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .problem 11 ] 12 respectively 14 ] 15 such that R l ) 0.0
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Ž . Ž . ŽIt is known that the existence of an eigenvalue of 11 ] 12 respectively
Ž . Ž .. U14 ] 15 with positive real part implies that u is unstable as a solution
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž w xof 1 ] 2 respectively 6 ] 7 in the sense of Definition 2.1 see 17, 24
w x .in the delay case and 7, 27 for the non-delay case . Clearly, strict
instability in the sense of Definition 2.2 implies instability in the sense of
Definition 2.1.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let Z be a real Banach space. For any bounded lin-
Ž . Ž .ear operator B : Z “ Z with spectrum s B , the spectral radius r B is
given by
< <r B [ sup l .Ž .
Ž .lgs B
The closed set Xq will denote the subset of X consisting of non-nega-
tive continuous functions, i.e.,
qX [ u g X : u x G 0, ; x g V , i s 1, . . . , n .Ž . 4i
q Ž w x.In fact X is a reproducing cone in X see 11, 13 . What follows is the
w xweak form of the celebrated Krein]Rutman Theorem 13 .
THEOREM 2.1. Let B : X “ X be a compact linear operator lea¤ing Xq
q q Ž .in¤ariant, i.e., BX ; X . If the spectral radius r B is positi¤e then there
q  4exists f g X _ 0 such that
Bf s r B f .Ž .
A sufficient condition which ensures the positivity of the spectral radius
Ž . Ž w x.r B is the following see 11, Theorem 2.5; 12, Lemma 9.1 :
LEMMA 2.1. Let B : X “ X be a compact linear operator satisfying BXq;
Xq. Suppose there exists u f yXq such that
Bu G e u
Ž .for some e ) 0. Then r B G e .
3. THE INSTABILITY RESULT
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let D s diag d , . . . , d and M x an n = n matrix1 n
Ž . Ž .with entries m g C V for i, j s 1, . . . , n. Suppose that m x G 0 for alli j i j
i / j and x g V. Then there exists a real eigen¤alue m and a corresponding0
eigenfunction wU of the eigen¤alue problem
mw s M x w q D Dw , x g V , 16Ž . Ž .
› wi
0 s q g x w , x g › V , i s 1, . . . , n 17Ž . Ž .i i› n
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U Ž . Ž . Ž .such that w x G 0 for all x g V. If m is any other eigen¤alue of 16 ] 17
Ž . Ž .then the real part R m of m satisfies R m F m .0
Proof. Consider first the linear parabolic initial value problem
› w
s M x w q D Dw , x g V , t ) 0, 18Ž . Ž .
› t
› wi
0 s q g x w , x g › V , t ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n , 19Ž . Ž .i i› n
w x , 0 s f x , x g V , f g X . 20Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .This evolution system generates a compact semigroup T t : X “ X for
Ž . Ž . Ž .t ) 0 given by T t f x s w x, t where w is the unique solution of
Ž . Ž . Ž w x. Ž . q q18 ] 20 see 18 . It is claimed first that T t X ; X for all t ) 0. To
Ž .see this, assume initially that f x ) 0 for all x g V and i s 1, . . . , n.i
Then by the strong maximum principle for weakly coupled parabolic
Ž w x. Ž .equations see 20, Theorem 3.15 it follows that w x, t ) 0 for alli
qŽ .x g V, t ) 0, and i s 1, . . . , n. Hence T t leaves the interior of X
Ž . q Ž .invariant. Since T t is continuous and X is closed it follows that T t is
also invariant on Xq itself.
Ž .Now let the initial condition in 20 satisfy f G 0 and f k 0 for alli
i s 1, . . . , n. Again, by the maximum principle for weakly coupled parabolic
Ž .equations it follows that w x, t ) 0 for all x g V, t ) 0 and i s 1, . . . , n.i
Ž .Hence for any fixed t ) 0 there exists an e t ) 0 sufficiently small such
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that w x, t G e t f x for all x g V and i s 1, . . . , n, i.e., T t f Gi i
Ž . Ž . Ž .e t f. Hence by Lemma 2.1 the spectral radius r t of T t is positive. It
follows from Theorem 2.1 that there exists an eigenfunction wU G 0 such
that
T t wU s r t wU .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .An eigenvalue m of 16 ] 17 with a corresponding eigenfunction w is
Ž . Ž .related to a non-zero eigenvalue r t of T t for t ) 0 via the formula
Ž . m t Ž .r t s e , with r t also having a corresponding eigenfunction w. Since
Ž . Ž . Ur t is an eigenvalue of T t with a real eigenfunction w it follows that
Ž . Ž . Žthere exists a real eigenvalue m of 16 ] 17 with a corresponding0
U . Ž . m0 teigenfunction w such that r t s e . By definition of the spectral
radius it follows that
m t m t R Ž m . t0 < <e s r t G r t s e s eŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for any other eigenvalue m of 16 ] 17 . Hence R m F m , completing0
the proof.
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Similar results to Proposition 3.1 already exist in the literature; see, for
w xexample, 19, Sect. 3; 26, Chap. 7, Theorem 6.1 . They show the stronger
Ž .result that the principle eigenvalue m is simple with R m - m and the0 0
Uprincipal eigenfunction w is strictly positive on V in all its components.
However, both these results are derived from stronger hypotheses than
Ž . Žthose of Proposition 3.1, namely that the semigroup T t and the resol-
. Ž . Ž .vent of its infinitesimal generator A generated by 18 ] 19 is strongly
q Ž . q q  4monotone on X , i.e., T t f is in the interior of X for any f g X _ 0
and t ) 0. This is not required in Proposition 3.1 where, for example,
Ž . Ž .M s 0 is admissible even though T t and the resolvent of A would then
Ž .not be strongly monotone. It is usually assumed that M x is irreducible or
has strictly positive off-diagonal coefficients. Strong monotonicity then
follows via maximum principle arguments. Proposition 3.1 is therefore
applicable to a wider class of systems.
Ž .Remark 3.1. Since any finite system of eigenvalues of T t varies
continuously with M when M is considered as a member of the Banach
Ž . Ž wspace B X of bounded linear operators on X see 9, Chap. IV, Sect.
x. Ž .3.5 , it follows from the fact that r t is an isolated positive eigenvalue of
Ž . Ž .T t that r t varies continuously with M. Consequently m also varies0
continuously with M. This fact will be needed in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Now we state and prove the main result.
THEOREM 3.1. Let uU be any strictly unstable equilibrium solution of the
Ž . Ž .non-delay system 6 ] 7 . If
› F › Fi iU U U Um x , l [ x , u , u q x , u , u K l G 0 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j› u › ¤j j
Ufor all real l G 0, x g V, and i / j, then u is strictly unstable as a solution
Ž . Ž .of the delay system 1 ] 2 .
Proof. To establish the result it is sufficient to prove the existence of a
Ž . Ž .positive real eigenvalue of 11 ] 12 .
Ž .For x g V and l G 0 let M x, l be the n = n matrix with entries
Ž . Ž .m x, l given by 21 . For l G 0 consider the parameterised eigenvaluei j
problem
mw s M x , l w q D Dw , x g V , 22Ž . Ž .
› wi
0 s q g x w , x g › V . 23Ž . Ž .i i› n
Ž . Ž . Ž .By Proposition 3.1 there exists a real eigenvalue m l of 22 ] 23 greater0
Ž . Ž . Ž .than or equal to the real part of any other eigenvalue m l of 22 ] 23 .
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Ž .Moreover, since K is continuous in l for l G 0 it follows that l ‹ M ?, li j
w . Ž .is also continuous as a map from 0, ‘ to B X . Hence by Remark 3.1, m0
also depends continuously on l.
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .Now when l s 0 so that K 0 s 1 , 22 ] 23 becomei j
n n› F › Fi iU U U Umw s x , u , u w q x , u , u K l w q d DwŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i j j i i› u › ¤j jjs1 js1
n › fi Us x , u w q d Dw , x g V , 24Ž . Ž .Ý j i i› ujjs1
› wi
0 s q g x w , x g › V , 25Ž . Ž .i i› n
Ž . Ž . Uwhere f x, u [ F x, u, u as before. But since u is strictly unstable as ai i
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution of 6 ] 7 it follows that m 0 ) 0.0
U U Ž U .Observe now that if there exists a l ) 0 such that l s m l then0
U Ž . Ž .l will be a positive eigenvalue of 11 ] 12 and the proof will be
complete. It therefore suffices to prove that such a lU exists.
w .Define c : 0, ‘ “ R by
c l s l y m l .Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .By the above it follows that c 0 s ym 0 - 0. But since K l “ 0 as0 i j
Ž .l “ ‘ it can be seen from the continuity of m that c l ) 0 for all0
l ) 0 sufficiently large. Hence by continuity of c and the intermediate
U Ž U .value theorem there exists a l ) 0 such that c l s 0 as required,
which completes the proof.
By the change of variables u ‹ yu , u ‹ u the following result1 1 2 2
holds for competitive-type interactions between two species:
COROLLARY 3.1. For n s 2 let uU be any strictly unstable equilibrium
Ž . Ž .solution of the non-delay system 6 ] 7 . If
› F › Fi iU U U Um x , l [ x , u , u q x , u , u K l F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j› u › ¤j j
Ufor all real l G 0, x g V, and i / j, then u is strictly unstable as a solution
Ž . Ž .of the delay system 1 ] 2 .
Remark 3.2. The conclusions of Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1
Ž .remain unaltered if the diffusion operators d D i s 1, . . . , n are replacedi
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by more general uniformly elliptic operators
n n 2 n› ›
Ž i. Ž i.A [ a x q b x , x g V , i s 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi jk k› x › x › xk j kks1 js1 ks1
Ž i. Ž i. a Ž i. Ž i.Ž .where a , b g C V, R and a s a and there exists a constantjk k jk k j
h ) 0 such thati
n n
2Ž i. n< <a x z z G h z ; x g V , z g R .Ž .Ý Ý jk j k i
ks1 js1
We conclude this section by noting that Theorem 3.1 remains valid for
the corresponding system of ordinary delay differential equations
dui s F u , G )u , t ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n 26Ž . Ž .i idt
Ž . U nwhere u t and F are now spatially independent. Specifically, let u g R
be a strictly unstable equilibrium solution of the system of ordinary
differential equations
dui s F u , u , t ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n. 27Ž . Ž .idt
If
› F › Fi iU U U Um l [ u , u q u , u K l G 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j› u › ¤j j
for all real l G 0 and i / j, then uU is strictly unstable as a solution of the
Ž .delay system 27 . The proof is much the same as in Proposition 3.1 and
Theorem 3.1, utilising the Perron]Frobenius Theorem as the finite-dimen-
sional equivalent of the Krein]Rutman Theorem. This guarantees the
Ž .existence of an eigenvalue m l of maximal real part of the eigenvalue0
Ž . w xproblem mw s M l w; see 26, Chap. 7, Corollary 3.2 . The proof pro-
ceeds as in Theorem 3.1 to establish the existence of a positive root of the
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .function c l s l y m l . The above notions of strict instability for 260
Ž .and 27 are the obvious spatially independent analogues of Definition 2.2.
Similarly, the definitions of stability, asymptotic stability, and instability for
n nŽ . Ž . Ž . .26 and 27 are as in Definition 2.2 with R replacing C V, R . Again,
previous results along these lines have required the nonlinearity F to be
w xquasimonotone 25, Corollary 3.2 or have further imposed the irreducibil-
w xity condition on M 26, Chap. 5, Corollary 5.2 .
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4. APPLICATIONS
4.1. Con¤ex Domains
w xThe following two results extend those in 10 for cooperative and
pairwise-competitive reaction-diffusion systems to systems with delay when
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are imposed.
COROLLARY 4.1. Let uU be any non-constant equilibrium solution of
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 ] 2 with g s 0 and F homogeneous in x for each i s 1, . . . , n. Let 21i i
Ž .hold and assume that M x, 0 is irreducible for each x g V. Then if V is
U Ž . Ž .con¤ex, u is strictly unstable as a solution of 1 ] 2 .
Proof. Since the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied it remains
only to show that uU is strictly unstable as a solution of the homogeneous,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .non-delay system 6 ] 7 where f x, u s f u [ F u, u . But by thei i i
definition of f and M the inequalityi
› f › F › Fi i iU U U U Uu s u , u q u , u s m x , 0 G 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j› u › u › ¤j j j
UŽ .holds. Furthermore, the matrix › f r› u u is irreducible for each x g Vi j
w x Uand so by the final remark in 10 , u is strictly unstable, as required.
w xSimilarly, by Corollary 3.1 and 10, Corollary :
COROLLARY 4.2. Let the hypotheses of Corollary 3.1 be satisfied when uU
Ž . Ž .is any non-constant equilibrium solution of 1 ] 2 with g s 0 and F isi i
Ž .homogeneous in x for each i s 1, 2. Assume that M x, 0 is irreducible for
Ueach x g V. Then if V is con¤ex, u is strictly unstable as a solution of
Ž . Ž .1 ] 2 .
4.2. A Lotka]Volterra System
Consider the following two-species Lotka]Volterra interaction incorpo-
rating delay and diffusion,
› u1 w xs u r y a u y a u y b G )u y b G )u q d Du ,1 1 11 1 12 2 11 11 1 12 12 2 1 1› t
28Ž .
› u2 w xs u r y a u y a u y b G )u y b G )u q d Du ,2 2 21 1 22 2 21 21 1 22 22 2 2 2› t
29Ž .
› ui
0 s , x g › V , t ) 0, i s 1, 2, 30Ž .
› n
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where the natural growth rates r and the diffusion coefficients d arei i
Ž .positive. For ease of notation the convolution terms G )u have beeni j
written as G )u , where as usuali j j
t
G )u x , t s k t y s u x , s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hi j j i j j
y‘
Ž .and the kernels k are non-negative and satisfy 4 . Assume from now oni j
Ž . Ž .that for each i, j s 1, 2 the coefficients in 28 ] 29 satisfy
a q b ) 0. 31Ž .i j i j
No other restriction will be placed on the sign of the coefficients a or bi j i j
at this stage.
Ž . Ž .The non-delay form of 28 ] 30 is given by
› u1 s u r y a q b u y a q b u q d Du , 32Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 11 11 1 12 12 2 1 1› t
› u2 s u r y a q b u y a q b u q d Du , 33Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 21 21 1 22 22 2 2 2› t
› ui
0 s , x g › V , t ) 0, i s 1, 2. 34Ž .
› n
Ž . Ž .After a simple change of variables 32 ] 34 may be re-written as
› u1 s lu 1 y u y au q Du , 35Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1› t
› u2 s lru 1 y bu y u q D Du , 36Ž . Ž .2 1 2 2› t
› ui
0 s , x g › V , t ) 0, i s 1, 2 37Ž .
› n
y1 Žwhere a, b, D, and r are positive constants and l [ d . It is known see1
w x.30 that a necessary condition for the existence of non-negative, non-uni-
Ž . Ž .form equilibria of 35 ] 37 is that a, b ) 1. In terms of the original
parameters this is equivalent to
a q b r a q bŽ . Ž .12 12 1 11 11
) )
a q b r a q bŽ . Ž .22 22 2 21 21
which will be assumed to be the case hereafter. In what follows the same
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .notation will be used for solutions of 32 ] 34 and 35 ] 37 alike.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .There exist four spatially uniform equilibria of 35 ] 37 , namely 0, 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .unstable , 1, 0 stable , 0, 1 stable , and the positive co-existence state
Ž . Ž .u , u unstable , whereˆ ˆ1 2
a y 1 b y 1
u s , u s .ˆ ˆ1 2ab y 1 ab y 1
It will be shown that there exists a global branch C of spatially non-uni-j
Ž . Ž .form, positive equilibria of 35 ] 37 bifurcating from each value l in aj
sequence l “ ‘ of bifurcation points. The results of Section 3 will thenj
be invoked to deduce conditions under which these equilibria are unstable
Ž . Ž .as solutions of 28 ] 30 .
Under the translation u s u q U , u s u q U , equilibrium solu-ˆ ˆ1 1 1 2 2 2
Ž . Ž .tions of 35 ] 37 satisfy
0 s yl u q U U q aU q DU , 38Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ1 1 1 2 1
0 s ylr u q U bU q U q D DU , x g V 39Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ2 2 1 2 2
›Ui
0 s , x g › V , i s 1, 2. 40Ž .
› n
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Adding U respectively U to both sides of 38 respectively 39 and1 2
rearranging gives
2u au U q aU UU U Uˆ ˆ1 1 1 1 21 1 1
L s y l y l , 41Ž .2U U Urbu ruˆ ˆ rbU U q rU2 2 22 2 1 2 2
where L denotes the differential operator
I y D 0L s
0 I y DD
prescribed with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. For a g
a 2qaŽ . Ž . Ž .0, 1 let C V and C V denote the usual Holder spaces of real-val-¨
ued functions on V and define the Banach space Y as
› f
2qaY [ f g C V : s 0, x g › V .Ž .½ 5› n
Ž w x.It is well known see, for example, 14 that L has a continuous inverse
a aŽ . Ž . Ž .K : C V = C V “ Y = Y, with unique compact extension K : C V
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .= C V “ C V = C V . Applying K to both sides of 41 then leads to
the equation
u s G u , l [ Au q lBu q R u , l , 42Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .where u s U , U , A s K, and1 2
2u au U q aU Uˆ ˆ1 1 1 1 2B s yK , R u , l s yl K .Ž . 2rbu ruˆ ˆ rbU U q rU2 2 1 2 2
Ž .Note that by elliptic regularity any solution of 42 will be in Y = Y. With
Ž . Ž .E [ C V = C V , A and B are then compact mappings from E into
itself. Furthermore it is clear that R : E = R “ E is a continuous compact
5 Ž .5 5 5 5 5mapping such that R u, l r u “ 0 as u “ 0, uniformly for l in
5 5bounded intervals, where ? is the induced norm on E. Clearly, u s 0 is a
Ž . Ž .solution of 42 for all real l. The set 0, l for real l will be called the
Ž .tri¤ial branch. The set of all non-trivial solutions of 42 in E = R will be
w xdenoted by S. The global bifurcation theory developed in 28 for equa-
Ž .tions such as 42 is now applicable once some hypotheses have been
w xchecked. This theory is an extension of the seminal work done in 22 for
equations where A s 0 in the above notation.
Define the sets
w x  4r B s l g R : N I y A y lB / 0 4Ž .A
2 w x  4r A , B s m , l g R : N I y m A y lB / 0 , 4Ž . Ž .
w xwhere N T denotes the null space of any linear operator T : E “ E.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly r B consists of those values of l such that 1, l is in r A, B .A
qŽ . 2For e ) 0 define the sector M l , e in R by0
Mq l , e [ 1 q m , l q l g R2 : 0 - m2 q l2 - e 2 ,Ž . Ž .0 0
< <l s mm , m G l 40
and the set SX by
SX [ S j 0, l g E = R : l g r B . 4Ž . Ž .A
w x Ž . Ž .By 28, Theorem 2.3 it follows that if r B is discrete, 0 F l g r B hasA 0 A
Ž . qŽ .odd algebraic multiplicity, and r A, B l M l , e s B for some e ) 0,0
then there exists a connected component b of SX containing the point
Ž .0, l satisfying at least one of the following properties:0
Ž .P1 b is an unbounded subset of E = R;
Ž . Ž . Ž .P2 0, l g b for some l g r B with l / l .A 0
yŽ .It should be noted that a similar result holds for l F 0 with M l , e0 0
analogously defined as above. This result will now be applied to the
present situation.
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Ž .Let f j s 0, 1, 2, . . . denote the eigenfunctions of yD on V withj
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, with corresponding eigen-
values n . Then f is constant and 0 s n - n F n F ??? . Assume fromj 0 0 1 2
now on that V is such that each n has odd algebraic multiplicity. Settingj
Ž . Ž .U , U s p, q f with p and q constant, it is easy to compute the sets1 2 j
Ž . Ž . Ž .r B and r A, B . It is found that the set r B consists of the real rootsA A
l" of the quadratic equationj
ru u ab y 1 l2 y n Du q ru l y Dn 2 s 0 43Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .1 2 j 1 2 j
for each j G 1. Since it is assumed in the model that l ) 0, only the
positive root lq will be considered. From the assumption that n has oddj j
q Ž .algebraic multiplicity it follows that l has also. Similarly the set r A, Bj
consists of the conic sections in the m y l plane defined by the quadratic
expressions
1 y m q n q u l 1 y m q Dn q ru l y rabu u l2 s 0 44Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .j 1 j 2 1 2
w xfor each j G 1. To apply 28, Theorem 2.3 it therefore only remains to
Ž . qŽ q .check that r A, B l M l , e s B for some e ) 0. But since eachj
Ž .conic section in r A, B is non-degenerate and a smooth one-dimensional
manifold, it suffices to verify that the conic section has negative gradient at
Ž . Ž q. Ž qŽ q .m, l s 1, l note that M l , e consists of two sectors in the firstj j
Ž . Ž q..and third quadrants, respectively, based at m, l s 1, l . Differentiat-j
Ž . Ž . Ž q.ing 44 with respect to m and evaluating at m, l s 1, l givesj
dl S1q1, l s ,Ž .jdm S2
where
S s n q u lq q Dn q ru lq ) 0,ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .1 j 1 j j 2 j
S s ru n q u lq q u Dn q ru lq y 2 rabu u lqˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .2 2 j 1 j 1 j 2 j 1 2 j
s 2 ru u 1 y ab lq q n Du q ru .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .1 2 j j 1 2
Ž . " "Solving the quadratic 43 gives l s k n wherej j
2'Du q ru " Du q ru y 4Dru u ab y 1Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2"k s 45Ž .
2 ru u ab y 1Ž .ˆ ˆ1 2
so that
S s n 2 ru u 1 y ab kqq Du q ruŽ .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .Ž .2 j 1 2 1 2
2's yn Du q ru q 4Dru u ab y 1Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .j 1 2 1 2
- 0.
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Ž .Converting back into the original variables recall that u s u q U itˆi i i
follows that for each j G 1 there exists a connected component C bifur-j
Ž q. Ž . Ž . Ž .cating from u , u , l which satisfies at least one of P1 and P2 . If P2ˆ ˆ1 2 j
Ž q.holds then it is conceivable that the branch emanating from u , u , lˆ ˆ1 2 j
Ž y.intersects the point u , u , l for some i G 1. That is, the branch mayˆ ˆ1 2 i
contain solutions where l - 0, a physically unrealistic situation since it is
assumed that l is positive. It turns out however that this is not the case, so
Ž q.that a branch C bifurcating from u , u , l has l ) 0 throughout C .ˆ ˆj 1 2 j j
Ž .Furthermore, the solutions u , u also remain positive along the branch1 2
and are therefore physically relevant. The proof of this result now follows.
THEOREM 4.1. For each j G 1 let lq s kqn and letj j
SX s S j u , u , lq : j G 1 .ˆ ˆŽ .½ 51 2 j
Then there exists a connected component C of SX containing the bifurcationj
Ž q.point u , u , l which satisfies at least one of the following propertiesˆ ˆ1 2 j
Ž .P1 C is an unbounded subset of E = R;j
Ž . Ž q.P2 u , u , l g C for some i / j.ˆ ˆ1 2 i j
Ž .If u , u , l g C then l ) 0 and 0 - u F 1, 0 - u F 1 on V. Further-1 2 j 1 2
Ž .more, in the case of P1 , if P : E = R “ R denotes the natural projection
w .then s l , ‘ ; P C .j j
Proof. Define the set A ; C byj j
A s u , u , l g C : l ) 0, and u ) 0, u ) 0 on V .Ž .½ 5j 1 2 j 1 2
Ž q.Clearly A is open in C and non-empty since u , u , l g C . If it can beˆ ˆj j 1 2 j j
shown that A is also closed in C then by the connectedness of C it willj j j
follow that A s C and consequently the positivity of l, u , and u in C .j j 1 2 j
Ž y.Hence it is not possible for C to intersect u , u , l for some i, and thusˆ ˆj 1 2 i
Ž .P2 follows.
Ž Žn. Žn. Žn.. Ž Žn. Žn. Žn..Let u , u , l be a sequence in A such that u , u , l “1 2 j 1 2
Ž . Ž .u , u , l as n “ ‘. Since C is closed, u , u , l g C . It remains to1 2 j 1 2 j
Žn. Žn. Žn.Ž .prove that u , u , l g A . Since l ) 0 and u ) 0, u ) 0 on V it1 2 j 1 2
Ž .follows that l G 0 and u G 0, u G 0 on V. If l s 0 then u , u , 0 is a1 2 1 2
bifurcation point in C , where C denotes the set of spatially uniform0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions u , u ’ k , k of 35 ] 37 when l s 0. It can be shown via1 2 1 2
a two-parameter Lyapunov]Schmidt reduction that the only branches
bifurcating from C are the four homogeneous equilibria mentioned above0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for non-zero values of l, i.e., 0, 0, l , 1, 0, l , 0, 1, l , and u , u , l . Byˆ ˆ1 2
Ž Žn. Žn.. Ž Žn. Žn.. Ž .positivity of u , u and l it follows that u , u s u , u for all nˆ ˆ1 2 1 2 1 2
sufficiently large, a contradiction. Hence l ) 0.
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Ž .Suppose now that with l ) 0 there exists an x g V such that u x s0 1 0
0. Then by the maximum principle for parabolic equations u ’ 0. Thus by1
Ž .36 , u must satisfy the equation2
lru 1 y u q D Du s 0Ž .2 2 2
which only has u s 0 and u s 1 as non-negative solutions for l ) 02 2
when supplied with Neumann boundary conditions. If u s 1 then2
Ž . Ž .u , u , l s 0, 1, l must be a bifurcation point, a contradiction since1 2
Ž .0, 1 is asymptotically stable for all l ) 0. Similarly if u s 0 then2
Ž . Ž .u , u , l s 0, 0, l must be a bifurcation point. This contradicts the fact1 2
Ž .that any solutions in a sufficiently small neighbourhood bifurcating from
Ž .0, 0, l are not strictly positive on the whole of V. Thus it follows that
u ) 0 on V. An analogous argument shows the same is true for u .1 2
The fact that u F 1 and u F 1 on V follows from the bounds obtained1 2
w x Ž . Ž .in 30 using comparison principles for non-negative equilibria of 35 ] 37 .
5Ž .5Finally, since u , u is uniformly bounded and l ) 0 in C it follows1 2 j
that if C is unbounded in E = R then P C is unbounded in R. Hence byj j
w .the connectedness of C one has s l , ‘ ; P C and the proof isj j j
complete.
Ž U U .Now, for any strictly positive, non-constant equilibrium solution u , u1 2
Ž . Ž .of 28 ] 30 the matrix M in Corollary 4.2 has off-diagonal coefficients
given by
m x , l s yuU x a q b K l , i / j.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i i j i j i j
Ž . Ž .Since K is non-negative and satisfies K 0 s 1, K l “ 0 as l “ ‘, iti j i j i j
Ž .can be seen that 31 together with
a ) 0, a ) 0 46Ž .12 21
Ž .implies that m x, l - 0 for all l G 0, x g V, and i / j. Hence byi j
Corollary 4.2 the following result holds:
Ž U U .COROLLARY 4.3. Let u , u , l g C for some j G 1 and l / l . If1 2 j j
Ž . Ž . Ž U U .31 and 46 hold and V is con¤ex then u , u is strictly unstable as a1 2
Ž . Ž .solution of 28 ] 30 .
For the general case where V is not necessarily convex, algebraic
Ž . Ž .inequalities involving the coefficients in 35 ] 37 , along with the equilib-
Ž U U . w xrium u , u itself, have been derived in 16, Theorem 4.2 as sufficient1 2
Ž . Ž .conditions for the instability of an equilibrium as a solution of 35 ] 37 .
Ž U U .When such conditions hold it follows from Corollary 3.1 that u , u must1 2
Ž . Ž .also be unstable as a solution of the delay system 28 ] 30 . In most cases,
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Ž U U .however, sharper bounds on u , u other than those given in Theorem1 2
w x4.1 here are required in order to satisfy the inequalities given in 16 . This
is a non-trivial task in general and is not considered here.
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